
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Emergent

II
n the last few issues of Diligence, we’ve discussed several different subjects. We’ve

mentioned everything from apostasy to the importance of teaching sound doctrine,

to the way society has manipulated the meaning of love, as well as how the Emergent

Church has evolved from New Age philosophy. In this issue we’ll attempt to tie those

subjects together since the teaching and preaching of sound doctrine is becoming

even more relevant in view of considerable evidence that these philosophies have

made their way into the mindset of many New Testament Christians.

Before going any further however, we should point out that trying to nail down

exactly what the Emergent Church is, would be like trying to nail jello to a wall. It

can’t be done. In other words — Emergent is “all over the place.” Even those who

claim to be Emergent agree on very little while many who are Emergent don’t even

realize they have been influenced by that philosophy. It is — anything, one wants it

to be. There is no standard to be followed — no doctrine to be taught — no agree-

ment needed as to what the Bible might or might not teach. Truth and doctrine is of

no consequence whatsoever — and that’s an anomaly of which Emergents are quite

proud — they don’t expect to agree on any belief. In fact, the only thing they do

agree on is the fact that truth and doctrine is of absolutely no importance! And, oh

yeah, they also agree — because of the manipulation of the meaning of love — that

the “religious right” (a.k.a. — those who choose to remain faithful to the Bible) needs

to reconsider issues such as homosexuality and abortion, and not be so “hateful.”

There are as many Emergent beliefs as there are people in the movement so we

couldn’t possibly nail down a definition for the Emergent Church. But we have

decided to make an attempt to at least bring some core practices and beliefs of the

Emergent philosophy to the attention of those of you who read Diligence because

the ideas espoused by the Emergent Church are nothing short of poison and should

therefore be on every Christian’s radar. Young people — especially those with limited

Biblical knowledge are “gobbling up” Emergent ideas since — without any doctrine

to follow — it allows them to embrace worldly sinfulness and still believe they

are a “christian.” Emergent is therefore, far removed from Biblical Christianity.

A large segment of Emergent philosophy focuses on wanting to fix this world

enough “to bring heaven here.”* That will happen when all people become

“enlightened” and have accessed their “higher self” (their god within). When that

is achieved — heaven will be here — on earth! So searching — not finding is
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Buddhist, etc. Everyone finds his or her own path to God. There is no Biblical way.

So you’re saying — “this stuff is just ‘out there.’ Nobody but the kooks and loons

are into this.” Think again! We’re not saying that the person next to you in the

pew next Lord’s Day would say “I’m trying to access the god within me.” Emergent

isn’t that blatant. In fact, many Emergents don’t even know they’ve bought into

Emergent beliefs. That is the very reason this philosophy is so dangerous. It’s so

subtle that it’s almost more of a mind set or an attitude than it is a “church” or a

“belief.” It’s an ever so subtle creep of a poisonous philosophy into ones mindset

rather than an all out rejection of his or her current belief. For example — a

very dedicated Christian may agree to try a meditation technique being promoted

by his company to help reduce his level of stress — or an overweight person may

decide to attend a local yoga class at the YMCA to try to lose weight — or one might

decide that walking a labyrinth (very different from a maze) would be an interesting

thing to try. While all of these things may seem somewhat harmless on the surface,

the seemingly innocent practices can very easily lead to a gradual immersion into

doctrines of demons — and many Christians are “flirting” with doing just that.

So we’ve gone into all of this even though it’s a bit confusing because we want

Christians to raise their antennas and activate their radars.We know that Emergent

philosophy is covertly moving into the New Testament Church. Don’t believe that’s

the case?? One example of many — In the September 15, 2008 issue of Diligence,

we discussed at some length the book Blue Like Jazz by Donald Miller and its strong

Emergent philosophy. Soon after that issue was published, we learned that a local

congregation here in the Cincinnati area was using that very book as the study guide

for young people in their Sunday morning Bible class! Whoever decided it was a

good idea to use that book as a study guide for young people (unless it was used as a

very bad example — which is highly doubtful and dangerous) had probably already

been influenced by Emergent theology — and we’re guessing, didn’t even know it!

It’s not enough to trust that everyone in the New Testament Church will teach

Biblical Truth. The Emergent philosophy is one with which all Christians should

become familiar and listen very closely for any nuance that sounds even a little

bit like it might be Emergent — then address it quickly and forcefully before it

can gain momentum. Emergent philosophy is a threat that should not be taken

lightly! Raise your awareness level and activate your radars. Listen closely —

for words that could be “code” for the introduction of “doctrines of demons”

and contend for the faith if necessary!
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*The author we have quoted is so far removed from the Truth of the Scriptures

that we don’t wish to even mention the title of his book. You may contact us via

any method listed below if you would like that information.
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meditation, certain relaxation techniques, or terms like mother earth, contemplative

prayer, self-realization, God’s dream, channeling, or even someone suggesting that he

or she wants to “help you go deeper” into your Christian faith? What’s so bad about

those things? Maybe (but not likely) — nothing — but — more often than not, they’re

“code” for New Age/Emergent — and Christians who do not have their antennas up

and their radars scanning for ever-so-subtle nuances that seem so Christian but are

in reality doctrines of the devil are easily sucked in before they even know it.

While most Christians obviously do not accept the “heaven on earth” part of

Emergent, way too many are buying into being obsessed with trying to make the

earth more and more perfect (the kind of place God can come to) as well as

embracing mysticism without any awareness as to the driving force behind either.

Too many Christians have also bought into the idea that there are many ways to

salvation — which of course nullifies the ability to teach sound doctrine. One of

the more disturbing thoughts concerning how the Emergent/New Age philosophies

have already infiltrated the New Testament Church, is the fact that many preachers,

teachers and Christians have bought into the lie that teaching and preaching

sound doctrine is a divisive tool of the devil and it is therefore not “loving” to

teach doctrine.Those individuals have probably already been influenced by

Emergent philosophy and don’t even know it. Sound doctrine must be taught

(Titus 2:1). Doing so is the very thing that prevents apostacy in the Lord’s Church.

Still another trait often found in Emergents is the belief that God is in everything —

rocks and trees and birds and swamps, ants, bees and ecosystems — as well as in

every human being — without the benefit of receiving the indwelling Spirit through

baptism. If God is already in every person — regardless of whether or not that

person has been saved according to the Biblical plan — there is no Gospel to be

shared with lost souls. There are no lost souls. There is no need for a Savior who can

reconcile mankind to God if every person already has God within him or her

self — he or she only needs to access that god through various spiritual disciplines

and ancient mystical practices. It’s no wonder then that when Christians teach

that Christ is the only way to be reconciled to God, it is offensive to those who have

bought into Emergent philosophy — they already believe they have God — which

is of course why they will tolerate everything except sound doctrine.

“Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith,

giving heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons,” (I Tim. 4:1 NKJV)

If God (and salvation) can be found without the blood of Christ, then the entire

Bible is a lie. But Christians know the Bible is Truth (John 17:17). So quite

obviously, Emergent philosophy is heresy! It is a doctrine of demons!

The wide acceptance of so many aspects of the Emergent/New Age philosophies

coupled with society’s manipulation of the meaning of love has seriously jeopardized

the teaching of sound doctrine. The current trend is that there is no doctrine or

belief — only “conversations” as to what each individual might believe about his or

her own god — which explains why every belief is acceptable — Hindu, Muslim,

what’s important. This side of Emergent philosophy is one where “salvation is the

entire universe being brought into harmony with its maker....Rocks and trees and

birds and swamps and ecosystems. God desires to restore all of it.”* So Emergent

doesn’t call people out of this world into the kingdom of God — it seeks rather, to

transform this domain of darkness into the kingdom of God — making earth eventu-

ally become “heaven” by attending to the social ills and needs around us. Emphasis

is therefore placed entirely on doing enough good deeds, engaging in enough care

for “mother earth,” extending enough acts of kindness toward others, adopting

enough animals, doing enough humanitarian tasks, cleaning up enough streams,

getting involved in enough eco-projects, etc. to make “this place the kind of place

God can come to.”* We should point out here that while there is of course nothing

in this list that should not be of interest to Christians — for Emergents — it is the

entire focus — it is salvation — it will bring heaven here. Mingled within that part

of Emergent are those who just want to achieve a “spiritual feeling.” It’s about

having candles, quiet prayer rooms, incense, dim lighting, etc. It’s about creating

an atmosphere in which one can “sense the presence of his or her god within.” 

This deluded focus means there can not be any importance whatsoever placed on

teaching any doctrine since people of all faiths — Buddists, Hindus, Atheists — all

people— of all beliefs will populate this so called “kingdom.” Thus, verses such as

Acts 2:38 and John 14:6 must, by necessity, be completely ignored. With this

philosophy then, there is not only no need to place emphasis on teaching sound

doctrine — there is a necessary aversion to teaching it. Doctrine can not be taught.

While the things we’ve mentioned are all part of Emergent, one of its beliefs that is

spreading the quickest and becoming the most popular is the use of ancient mystical

practices — evidenced by the current explosion of books as well as Bibles that

encourage practices involving mysticism. The Message Bible for example, is

infected with New Age and Emergent propaganda. Numerous New Age terms are

interwoven throughout the text of The Message — not to mention “twists” in transla-

tion that are blatantly tilted toward New Age beliefs. Some popular authors like

Richard Foster, Dallas Willard, Eugene Peterson, Rob Bell, Rick Warren, Brian

McLaren, Robert Schuller, etc. promote mysticism and Emergent type teachings

by either unashamedly proclaiming them or — in some cases — very skillfully

hiding those demonic practices behind Christian sounding phrases such as “spiritual

growth,” “spiritual disciplines,” “spiritual transformation” and other Christian

sounding terms. In doing so, they have earned tremendous acceptance throughout

most denominations as well as with many members of the Church. These authors

have become the vehicle by which well meaning and often very Bible literate

Christians are seduced into accepting New Age practices under the guise of growing

spiritually. The books by these authors suggest such seemingly innocent options to

help Christians move closer to God — but the methods they promote are mysticism

and doctrines of the devil. These authors have succeeded in “normalizing” Eastern

Religion occult practices and made them seem acceptable to unsuspecting Christians.

Many Christians today are asking “what’s so bad about yoga, a labyrinth, a mantra,
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